
Items:
1. Stationary
2. Bearing Housing / End Cover
3. Static Stationary O-ring
4. Ingress Protector O-ring
5. Rotary O-ring
6. Rotary
7. Shaft
8. Drain to Bearings
9. Drain to Atmosphere

SBIP / NMBS

 

 

 

Features: 

- Custom Design 

- Uni�sed assembly 

- Non-contact 

- Press fit or Flange fit 

- ‘IP’ Ring (Ingress protec�on ring) 

- IP66 Cer�fied 

Benefits: 

- Increased Equipment Life 

- Improved up�me 

- Increased opera�onal profit 

- Reduced Bearing Failures 

- Reduced Maintenance costs 

- Local Manufacture 

SBIP
Standard

SBIP
Long

Static DynamicMin 6.5
Min 9.5

9.7 12.2

SBIP
BEARING INGRESS PROTECTOR

18.716.7
Ingress Protection 

Ring (IP Ring)

THE RESULT IS EXCELLENT EQUIPMENT LIFE AND RELIABILITY

Research shows that 52% of all bearing failures are caused by contamination . 

The SBIP is a non-contact bearing protector that is IP66 cer�fied, mee�ng the latest requirements for 

electric motors SANS 60529: 2013 Ed 1.2 / IEC 60529: 2013 Ed 2.2 degrees of protec�on provided by 

enclosures (IP Code). Almost all rota�ng equipment requires bearings to keep the sha� running true to 

the housing through which it protrudes. Bearings are typically designed to have a 30 year, or more, work 

life. This is seldom achieved due to several reasons not rela�ng to the bearing. These include but are not 

limited to moisture ingress & dust ingress caused by inadequate sealing provided from lip-seals. Lip-seals 

are designed to have a lifespan of only 500 hours, however this is seldom achieved causing more that 50% 

of bearing failures. 

 

SBIP offers an exponen�al increase in equipment life by ensuring that no contamina�on of the bearings 

can take place. This is achieved by the 'IP Ring' (Ingress Protec�on Ring). During opera�on centrifugal 

force pushes the 'IP Ring" out which opens the micro gap, allowing the equipment to breath as the heat 

that is generated in the bearing chamber needs to escape. No contamina�on occurs during opera�on. 

When equipment stops, the bearing chamber cools and moisture and dust enters the chamber through 

the lip seal as a vacuum is created. The SBIP 'IP Ring' shuts the micro gap preven�ng contaminants from 

entering the bearing chamber. 
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Installation and Operation
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Step 1:
Pre-installation checks

 Inspect the surface finish of the shaft 
and bearing housing to make sure 
that it is suitable for O-ring sealing.

 With a dial indicator, ensure that the 
shaft run out is less than 0.1mm 
T.I.R.

 Ensure that the dimensions and 
tolerances in Figure 1 are adhered to.

 Make sure that there are no sharp 
edges over which the seal O-rings 
(3,5) must pass, and the shaft and 
bearing housing have been cleaned 
before installation.

Step 2:
Set rotary position

 Slide the SBIP/NMBS over the shaft 
until the static stationary O-ring (3) 
makes contact with the bearing 
housing end cover.

 Ensure that the drain holes (8,9) are 
located at the lowest point.

 Press the SBIP/NMBS into the 
bearing housing end cover carefully 
so as to not damage the shaft, 
bearing end cover or the 
SBIP/NMBS.

 Note that a small amount of soapy 
water may be used to assist with 
installation.

Figure 1 Figure 2

Step 3: 
Prepare stationary for installation

 Once the SBIP/NMBS is installed, 
turn the shaft by hand, listen and 
feel for any shaft binding.

 Ensure that the rotary part of the 
SBIP/NMBS turns with the shaft. 

 If the shaft turns smoothly the 
equipment is ready to be 
commissioned. 

Figure 3
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